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Connections across the
classroom, military and real
world helped Regis build
and evolve a leading-edge
cybersecurity program.
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11 UNYIELDING AND STEADFAST
First lay mission officer Tom Reynolds
is set to retire after 30 years at Regis.

26 READY. SET, RESEARCH

37 BROTHERS IN SERVICE

Professor Brian Baum is helping
amputees run ag ain.

Leadership academy helps
brothers thrive as police officers.

REGIS UNIVERSITY
(facebook.com/regisuniversity]
(instagram.com/regisuniversity]

Our concern for social justice is
paramount, and taking action even
more so. What do you believe are
some of the most pressing social
justice issues today?

""'

CAREY BURGESS. cc&IS '20
lr.l
A big concern for me is the gradual
...
deterioration of civil liberties and
constitutional rights. When starkly obvious
affronts to these are made, people notice
and advocate/fight for what's right. When
it's subtler, when it happens more frequently,
we become desensitized to it, passively
accepting the slow erosion instead of
staunchly defending our principles
and fellow humans.
il.

I believe that poverty, sexual assault
[breaking the silence) and racism are all
key issues that need to be addressed today.
Education is the key.

Students from RegisCorps, a leadership
development program in Regis College,
are pictured in Nicaragua, where they
traveled to in January to help with
watershed restoration work. At the end
of one day working up on a hill. they
chose to walk back down into town
rather than ride in a truck.
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These are the stories of who we are and what we believe.

CLASS NOTES

31

Who got a new job? Who published a book? Who
had a baby? Catch up on your classmates' lives.

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

This is an exc iting time to be a part
of Regis University as we plan to
modernize and grow our physical
campus to support student success.
Our faculty and staff are focused
more than ever on delivering a
transformat ive education through
a challeng ing academic experience,
an active and co ll aborative learning
environment personalized atte ntion
for student s, an enriching cocurricular experience and a supportive
campus environment. We are working
hard to support facu lty, increase
scholarship opportunities and
enhance academic programs.
We also have made improving our
facilities a top priority. We have a 21st
century faculty and staff, but not 21st
century facilities. We are updating
our campus master plan to focus on creating more space for our students.
This includes contemporary classrooms, student-centered space, continued
renovation of Main Hall, renovation of our Student Center and the addition of
critical student housing.
I hope you will consider visiting campus to explore and experience all of this
exciting progress. Our alumn i and friends are always welcome here with open
arms. With you r help, we will continu e to do great things.
Gratefully,

JOHN P. FITZGIBBONS, S.J.
PRESIDENT
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LESSONS IN INCLUSIVITY
Why Jesuit Matters, a r eflection by MohsenAladwani, CCLS'J~
a selection of recent faculty
and staff accomplishments

Ramsey,
an affiliate
faculty
#
member
in the Music
Department
recently won the Winfield
National Mando lin
Championship, held in
Win field , Kansas. This is his
first win, after making the
finals the last five years.

Patsy
McGuire
Cullen, a
professor
and
director of
the Doctor of
Nursing Practice and Nurs ing
Practitioner programs in the
Loretto Heights School of
Nursing, has been named
the Colorado recipien t of the
American Assoc iation of Nurse
Practitioners 2017 State
Awa rd for Excel lence .

Jazz
Ensemble
Director

n choosing Regi s to pu rsue
a Master of Arts in Edu cation
with no experience in the
University's Jesuit Cathol ic
tradition, I honestly didn't
know what to expect. I am
a conservative Mu slim who
accepts all people regard less
of their beliefs, race and
nationality. I found mys elf
wondering if I was going to be
accepted in thi s completely
different community.

Ed
Cannava
has been
inducted into
the Colorado Music Educators
Hall of Fame. Cannava has
more than ljQ years working in
mus ic education, including the
last three years at Regis.

I clearly remember the day 1
came to meet the director of
the Master of Arts in Education
program, Karla Esser, to
discuss the application
requirements. While the topic
of inclusivity never came up,
there was something about
her nature that was as suring . I
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took away a strong sense that
the Regis community would be
j ust as welcoming.

and opinions were valued. I
learned from my instructors as
well as my classmates.

But I was still nervous on that
first day of class. English is
my second language, and
I was apprehensive about
speaking and writing. I also
was incredibly shy, so that did
not help my situation. Again.
I found myself reassured .
Th e instructor started class
by explaining that everyone
is equal at Regis regardless
of t heir color. background
or faith. The classroom
ex perience also was shaped
by t he Collaborative Teaching
Style. which I love because it
gives every student a chance
to participate. My voiceeveryo ne's voice - was heard

My Regis experience and my.
first encounter with the JesUit
Catholic tradition was lifechanging and inspirational
I learned that it is very
much inclusive- there is
something here for anyoneof
any background. And it's this
inclusivity that contributes to
a more meaningful and well·
rounded education.
Reg .1s has prov1'dedme many
new and exciting experiences
·r nd gave
that enriched my II ea
•
mproud of
me perspective. 1 a
d 1feel
how it has shape me.
now that I am ready to serv;
agent o
1 am ready to be an
change.

ENVIRONMENTAL

CROSSROADS

mission. Pope Francis
has recognized our
interconnection with our
environment planet animals
and people. Animals are
di sappearing at 1,000 times
higher than normal rate.
The pope also made the
case that combined with
climate change, the loss of
the Earth's animals is going
to be felt the most by the
marginalized. In the end, it's
about social justice.
HOW ARE THE CLASSES
DESIGNED?

JANET RUMFELT COULDN'T
GET THE BURNING QUESTIONS
OUT OF HER HEAO.

"What's my role?" sh e asked
'What can I do to help?"

Environme ntal Studies for
graduate and undergraduate
students. It bridges humanities
and environmental issues to
develop susta inable ways of
living . Classes began last fall .

The liberal arts associate
Rumfelt recently discussed the
professor's love
program, its effect
for an im als - the
on students and
"WHEN WE All
issue of elephant
its ties to social
MAKE SMALL
extinction, in
justice.
CHANGES, THOSE
particular- led
ADD UP."
HOW DID YOU
her to start the
COME UP
annual Runnin g
WITH THE IDEA FOR THIS
Wi ld race on
campus in 2015 benefitting
CERTIFICATE?
local nonprofit s working with
I was intere sted in bringing
anima ls in Africa.
what our students learn into
It also gave her the idea
action in their communities.
to design a Certifi cate in
This is how I live the Regis

We decided to explore
science, religion and ethics
all within the context of the
environment. For example,
students will look at how
different religions view
conservation. We read
Pope Francis' encyclical on
climate change, Laudato Si',
and discuss what it means
to embrace an "ecological
spirituality." Another example
involves the examination of
a Jewish ethical principle,
Bal Tashchit, which may be
understood as a general
prohibition against "waste
and wanton destruction."
These kinds of teachings
challenge us all to be better
stewards of the environment
regardless of our belief
backgrounds.
WHAT ARE STUDENTS SAVING?

Several students said it was
life changing. They are getting
the tools to make a change
in their comm unities. When
we all make small changes,
those add up.

Students can earn a
Diploma in Liberal Studies
from Regis University at the
following learning sites:

•

'ln
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BRIEF
RUECKERT-

HARTMAN
COLLEGE
FOR HEALTH

REGIS

NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH,
an on-campus provider of integrated health
care services, is now serving the community
surrounding the University's Northwest
Denver Campus. Care is built around the
whole person, with services available from

PROFESSIONS
completed approximately

10.000
hours of service
learning during the
2017 spring semester.

IT OPENED
IN 2015
to faculty and staff.

0

The University recently dedicated

iiG"GPY•S

MEET
ZUMA,

HIJB

the fourth dog raised by School of
Physical Therapy Associate Professor
Wendy Anemaet and students through the

- in the Dayton Memorial Library.

I

It is intended to be a neutral place

where people can seek refuge and
resources if needed, and is built on
the Je su it value of cura personalis,
or care for the whole person .

_J

~
THE OFFICE OF

I

RESIDENCE LIFE

AND HOUSING

has unveiled a great, new resource to
help students find housing. The new site,
I

enables students to search for

somewhere to call home within a
five-mile radius ofcampus.
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gathering area
presidents and diversity
officers to discuss civil

discourse on college
campuses.

I
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REVEALING
HER TRUE SELF

INSPIRATION MEETS
INNOVATION

A Conversation with Jina Brenneman

JINA BRENNEMAN JUST KNEW
THERE WAS MORE TO THE
STORY.

She had curated an art exhibit
on famed 20th century artist
Agne s Martin . The show was a
striking success.
But for Brenneman, things
about Martin didn't quite
add up .
"Most of the stuff that was
out there told this story of a
mystic who lived in the desert"
she said . "It was a tag line
people wanted to hear."
Brenneman, now in her second
year at Regis University as a
Master of Arts student set out
to find the rea l Agnes Martin.
Completing the documentary,
along with now developing a
screenplay, was folded into
her coursework at Regis,
something Brenneman said
couldn't have happened
without a progressive school
like Regis.

"They allowed me to make this
part of my master's," she said.
'The schoo l is open-minded
enough to see my mission. I'm
so glad I'm there. Regis fits so
well into my learning and what
I'm trying to do with this film."
Interviewing those who knew
her best Brenneman put
together an oral history on
Martin. The reality was, Martin
was a le sbian, suffering from
schizophrenia who lived in
poverty. She was a se lf-mad e
woman, whose strugg le s
framed her life.
The stories were so strong,
she partnered with filmmaker
Kath leen Brennan to do a
documentary called "Agnes
Martin Before the Grid ."
"It was like putting together a
puzzle - a three-dimensional
puzzle that has a pumping
heart" she said.
To find out more about the
film, in cluding screeni ng s, visit
beforetheg rid .org.

he College of Business and Economics has received a
generous gift from friends of the Univers ity - Jamie and
Elizabeth "Ann" Gronowski - that funded the construction,
furnish ing s, technology and operation of an innovation
incubator and design studio on the University's Northwest
Denver Campus.

T

Th e state-of-the-art design stud io will be a modern "think-space"
for stud ents, faculty, staff an d lo ca l business leaders. It wi ll be
dedicated to encouraging idea s from concept to completion and
will offer inspiration to all students, regardless of area of study, to
design solutions for to day's complex and compe lling problems.
"We're strivin g to educate stewards of society," sai d Ken
Sagendorf. director of the Innovation Center. "Our graduates wil l
face a world that has poverty, vio lence and climate change. Th e
Incubato r wi ll help our stu dents find so lutions to these and other
pressing world problems."
Jamie and Ann Gronowski, who have longtime ties to Denver, live
ne ar the University's Northwest Denver Campus and have follo wed
some of Regis' newest initiatives. When they learned about the
concept for the Incubator, they wanted to help.
"We are so grateful for the Gronowski family's generosity and
their vision to build something that cou ld shape the educationa l
experience for future generations, including their young
grandson so meday," Sagendorf sa id .
An official opening will be celebrated later this yea r.
REGIS EDU
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STARTING THE CONVERSATION
information to helpyou snar
the Regis story, as well as
application fee waiver cards
HOW WILL ALUMNIINVOLV~
MENT BENEFIT REGIS?
Our alumni are intelligent,
passionate and connected
to others who share these
characteristics, proven
indicators of success amon~
our students. This is achance
to infuse our campus with
new energy and to continue
a long tradition of graduatin~
individuals who strive
for achievement beyond
themselves.
n initiative out of the Offic e
of Admissions continues
to gain ground in its quest to
attract promising students
by turning to one of its most
powe rful assets: you .

A

and profe ssional circles who
are intere sted in furthering
their education. Th e project's
name comes from the idea of
helping someone "take a se at
at the Regis table."

The Big Tab le Project has
invited fa culty, staff and
alum ni to consider helping
those within their personal

Here are a few things you
should know about the Big
Tab le Project:

WHY SHOULD ALUMNI GET
INVOLVED?

HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE?

Thi s is an op portunity to
inspire so meone you know
who could excel at Regis, and
to hel p him or her start the
educational journey off on
th e ri ght foot. As part of the
project, we are distributing
rec ruitm ent kits with

Simply email
bigtableproject@regis.edu
to request a recruitment
kit. Do you already know a
prospective student you'd
like to recommend? Send
them to regis.edu/bigtable to
inquire for more information.

would have been really nice
to go to Lima and teach
students American marketing
strategies and tactics, but
to involve the Regi s students
in thi s journey gives me
goosebumps."

EWELT WINS FULBRIGHT
obbi Ewe lt has always had
th e spirit of a traveler.
So when the affiliate facul ty
me mber in the College of
Bu sine ss and Eco nomics saw
an opportunity for a change
and a challenge while abroad,
sh e had to dig deeper.

Ewe lt has recent ly re ceived
a Fu lbrig ht award to t each
Ameri ca n ma rketing ta ctics
in a class ca ll ed Influenci ng
Buyer Behavior at th e
University of t he Pacifi c in
Li ma, Peru, thi s fall. What's
better, she wil l continu e

working with Regis bu siness
stud ents and bring th em
along for the global learning
experience, virtuall y anyhow.
"The cross-cu ltural el ement
of thi s proj ect is what
totally makes it exciting and
interesting," Ewe lt sa id . "It

The 16-week cla ss will link
students in Lima and at
Regi s via video conference
using Regis' new state - ofthe-art Innovation Center
in the Coll ege of Bu siness
and Economics, and the
Entrepreneurial Center in
Lima. With help from fellow
affil iate Jennifer Whitton Trujillo, who will oversee the
class on Regi s' campu s, Ewelt
will design th e cla ss to explore
the Am erican and Peruvian
bu sin ess points of view.
'Thi s is something I wanted to
do and thi s is this som ething
[the college) rea lly help ed me
with," Ewe lt said . 'Th ey let me
run with it. That's how I work
as an affili ate and th ey we re
th ere fo r any information or
guidance I needed ."

FIRST LAY MISSION
OFFICER SET
TO RETIRE
T he yea r was 1987 and it was
a time of flux. The Society
of Jesus had recently come to
an important conclusion : Lay
faculty, staff and tru stees would
take on a greater responsib ility
for upholding th eir universities'
Jesuit, Catholic mission . It
wasn't a message of doom .
Just the oppo site. It stirred
excitement and hope.
That was th e year Tom Reynold s
came to Regis by way of Los
Angele s' Loyola Marymount
University. He was first named
vice presid ent for student life
and in 1998, he took on a new
role dedicated to leading the
Reg is community toward a
deeper understanding of its
Jesuit tradit ion .
As th e Universi ty's first lay
mission officer, Reynolds'
approach was tru e to his
nature: unyield ing, faithful
and steadfast.
Now, as Reyn old s prepares to
retire, those who knew him best
say it's that approach and the
example he set every day that
have shaped his leg acy.
"Tom Reynold s has convinced
me by his life - not his words that lay leaders can guarantee a
thriving Jesu it sc hoo l," said Rev.
Michael Sheeran, S.J., former
Regis University presi de nt
and current pre sident of the
Association of Jesuit Colleges
and Universities.

Sheeran said that overthe years,
Reynolds' lay peers at other
Jesuit institutions followed his
lead because they identified with
this fine teacher and nice guy
who - like them -was in love
with his spouse and attentiveto
his kids.
No matter the title he held, he
embodied Regis' mission and
message, and what it meansto
be Catholic in a contemporary
world, said Sister Peggy
Maloney, instructor for lgnatian
spirituality and spiritual director.
"Tom has shared innovative ideas
and creative visions for living
our Jesuit Catholic mission and
integrating it in everyday life,' she
said . 'That's the big picture.Tom
has also been a fierce supporter
for individual students, faculty
and staff in his time
at Regis."
All say they will miss his
leadership, counsel and
friendship .
After retiring from
Regis this summer,
Reynolds will work part
time with the Jesuit
Central and Southern
Province as its higher
education assistant
serving as a
liaison for

THIS IS REGIS

STUDENTJS BOW TIE
BUSINESS BOOMING
universities like Regis, St.
Lou is University, Rockhurst
and Loyola New Orleans.
He and hi s wife are looking
forward to spendi ng
more time with fami ly,
especially the ir parents
an d grandchildren.
"My ye ars with thi s wonderful
Regis community have been
a bless ing," he said . "We have
so many grea t people who
rea lly live our Jesuit mission."

rising stars
o Paul Hunter, the bow
tie isn't another piece of
clothing.

T

It's a bold, loud statement.
"Dappe r is the be st word,"
Hunter said. "There is
charact er in each one. It can
tell yo u a lot about someone's
personality."
Since the first time Hunter's
mother draped one around
his neck, the sophomore
econ omics major has
embraced the style and
character of each bow tie.
Now, Hunter ha s developed
a bu sine ss out of it- [Re]
purpo se Bowties. Learning

more than three years ago
how to make bow ties with the
guidance of YouTube videos,
he made his first ties out of
military uniforms in memory of
fallen so ldiers. He put th em in
a shadow box to display, until
the day one of the fathers of
a so ldier told him he'd li ke to
wea r one.
Then hi s friends wanted bow
tie s. Then friends of friend s
wanted them.
He now makes them from
ju st about any material,
including rec yc led material
from thrift sto res that is too
worn to se ll. He sells as many
as 100 a month on rpbowtie s.
com, in boutique stores and

at conventions.
Aimed at expand ing the
bu sine ss, he is taking
the initiative to travel to
Gu atemala to learn more from
master sea mstresse s.
Although he hasn't gradu ated
just yet, Hunter said
thinking bigger like thi s isn't
uncommon at Regis. He
said it's encouraged and an
inevitable byproduct of the
Regi s environm ent.
"I love that Regis is so holi stic,"
he said . "The great thing is
everyone is like-minded in the
right way. That help s fo ster
id eas like this."
REGIS .EDU
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LIVING IN THE MOMENT
edar Bellows didn't look
back in despair or forward
wit h anxiety.

C

Her choice was to stay in the
pre se nt.
The recent Regis Uni ve rsit y
graduate faced tough
circumstances after playing
sparingly her freshman year
in 2011. She found out she
was pregnant, left school for
the ne xt two seasons and
returned as a sing le mom,
raising her son Colt, studying
biology and trying to balance
the life of a student-athlete .
"I gue ss I don't really think
ho w I did it," Bellows said.
"To me I didn't have another
1'1

choice. When I was spending
time with Colt, I was with
him completely. When I was
at practice that's what I was
thinking about . When I was
in cla ss that's
where I was. "

those around her.

"Yo u knew there were days
she finished studying at 3
a.m. an d would take Colt
to daycare
early and be in
I KNOW I CAN
the gym by 6
She recentl y
DO WHATEVER a.m.," former
graduated with
volleyball coach
IS NEXT. YOU
a 3.73 GPA and
LEARN NOT TO Frank Lavri sha
was named an all
GIVE UP BECAUSE sai d. "You could
RMAC honorable
tell there were
SOMETHING IS tho se kinds of
mention
HARD. YOU DO IT night s. But there
selection her
BECAUSE IT
se nior se ason .
was never any
But it was her
self-pi ty or any
IS HARD.
outlook on things
of that kind of
and commitment
stuff. She just
handled it ."
to get stuff done no matter
what that helped motivate
Her day would start with just

REGIS UNIVERSITY ALUMNI MAGAZINE SPRING 2017

four hours of sleep. Balancing
everything was hard, she
said, but earning her degree
and playing volleyball made it
worth it.
She now works at
MuscleSound, a fitness
company that works with
elite athletes. She finished
EMT training and is applying
to physician assistant school,
all while chasing LJ-year-old
Colt of course.
"I know I can do whatever is
next," she said. "You learn
not to give up because
something is hard. You do it
because it is hard."

OPUS PRIZE JUROR REFLECTS
ON SELECTION EXPERIENCE
THE FINALISTS FOR
THE OPUS PRIZE
WILL BE ANNOUNCED
IN JULY DURING
ALUMNI WEEKEND
2017. FIND MORE
DETAILS, INCLUDING
UPCOMING EVENTS,
JURORS, PAST
WINNERS AND MORE
AT REGIS.EDU/OPUS.

his October, Regi s will
host the 2017 Opus
Prize, awarding a total
of 81.2 million to faithbased nonprofit s who are
conquering the world's most
pressing socia l ju stice issues .
Regis recent ly asse mbled a
jury of 11 faith and business
leaders to select the finalist s,
which wi ll be annou nced at
Alumni Weekend 2017.

Lonnie Porter, executive
director of the PorterBillup s Leadership Academy
and former Regis men's
ba ske tball coach, reflects on
his experience as an Opus
Prize juror.

When I was asked to serve
on the Opu s Prize jury, I was
beyond honored. I thought I
was known around Reg is as

founder and
executive director
of Los Angeles-based Homeboy
Industries - the world's largest
gang intervention, rehabilitation
and re-entry program -will speak
at this spring's commencement
ce remonies.

diverse backgrounds and
experiences that made thi s

Whi le de liberating, we focused
on and we ighed the potentia l
of each orga nizat ion to
address the ro ot ca use of an
issue. We want permanent
change and the most bang
for the Opus Prize buck. The
debate was spirited, but
we chose the three best

The Institute on t he Common
Go od recent ly we lcomed No bel
Peace Pri ze lau reate Jody
Williams, an American politica l
activist who, as the chief strateg ist
of the International Campa ign to
Ban Landmines, led an
unprecedented effort that
culm in ated in 1997 with
an international treaty
ba nning antipersonnel
land mines.

rJ,

candidates. It was the jurors

just the old basketball coach,
but the word got out: I'm a
sucker for service.

work. We all learned from
each other and it took all of us
to make the best dec ision.
I believe this award has the
power to inspire the world.
Being selected to serve as
the host instit ution speaks
volumes about who we are.

Xiuhtezcatl
Martinez, a 16-year-

ol d climat e change
activist and hiphop artist delivered
the keynote speech at
Regi s' Earth Day celebration.
Martinez is also youth director
of Earth Guardians, a worldwide
con se rvation organization. He has
been speaking around the world
since he was 6 yea rs old.

,.~
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WHEN CLAYT
GONZALES HEARS THE
6
WORD ''SUCCESS/ HE STOPS.
Sitting in his south Denver office, he pauses
briefly, composes himself and smiles.
In the best way he can, he explains success at
Urban Peak, a Denver nonprofit where he works to
help youth ages 13 to 2L.j experiencing or at risk of
becoming homeless.
"It's hard," he said . "Here it's hard to define
success. There are a ton of things in between. It's
all in relation to the situation.
'let me tell you a story. A couple of years ago I
met one kid who for three or four weeks to ld me
his name was John. Every day he said his name
was John. Fina lly, one day, he came up to me and
told me his real name. That was a huge success
right there."
Gonzales, who first graduated from Regis in 2010
with a bachelor's in religious studies and finished
his master's in counseling in 2016, has spent
the last si x years working with Urban Peak. He is
currently the assistant director of programming.
But his entry into counseling began much
earlier. Gonzales joined the U.S. Army in 20 03
and spent most of 2009 and 2010 in Iraq. His
job wasn't to be a counse lor, but the realit ies of
war demanded it.
Gonzales was a fire direction specialist in the
Army's field artillery team . He and his fe llow
soldiers spent days in war zones before returning
to base. The wounds of war weren't always
apparent but they were scary. Gonzales did what
he knew would help his fellow sold iers struggling
with the experience: ta lk with them.

"When you're in a war zone for extended periods,
it's toug h on the heart and soul." he said. "That's
when I knew I was called to be a counselor and
therapist."
Gonzales got out of the military in 2010 and
fin ished his underg raduate program t hat year.
Transitioning back to civi lian life was tough, and
he knew he had to keep busy. He started the
counseling prog ram in January of 2011. Several
months later he took his first job as an outreach
counselor at Urban Peak.
At Urban Peak he'd work 10-hour days walking the
streets of Denver trying to connect with homeless
youth. It wasn't a far stretch from his mi litary
days. He had a mission.
He'd wear a backpack loaded with snacks,
socks, medical supplies and "anything to keep
them safe."
He'd canvas the 16th Street Ma ll and near the
South Platte River downtown. He'd hope to make
contact start a relationship and work to get them
in Urban Peak's programs.
"The fi rst th in g you learn is these kids are the
picture of res il iency," he sa id.
Working with Urban Peak and walking the streets,
while taking classes in the evening was stressfu l,
but necessary. Gonzales said it helped his
transition into civilian life. Being back at Regis also
gave him a sense of purpose.
"He's an image of this big soldier," said Betsy Ha ll,
the assistant dea n fo r the Division of Counseling
and Family Th era py. "But he is so tende r heart ed."
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Ha ll taught Gonzales during hi s first two classes
at Regis and said she knew there was something
different about him. Gonzales' openness about
his time in war was refreshing for everyone in the
classroom, said Hall.
"He impressed me from the moment he opened
his mouth," she said. "Certain students touch us
deeply and he did with his willingness to share
his story."
Hall also had Gonzales for his last class, and
oversaw his internship . She saw him develop as
a person, but also find his true calling. And his
values were clear.
"You see him and he's motivated by doing the right
thing," she said.
These days, Gonzales doesn't have a set routine .
He works out of Urban Peak's locations in
downtown Denver and south Denver.
The downtown location serves more than L5DD
youth each year with the south Denver site helping
more than LJOO.
His day starts with he lping the youth start their
day, talking about their lives- the good and
the bad- and how to focus on making the day
productive.
It's not always easy.
"You have to know how much love to give," he said .
"You can't give the kind of love where you take
these kids home. But I can be with them on their
journey. My energy and love goes into building
amazing programs at Urban Peak."
Those programs include counseling, help with
school and finding employment. They also have a
house program for those who succeed in earlier
programs.
On this day, it's lunchtime and Gonzales makes the
rounds, chatting as he goes.
He says the stress isn't any different than his time
in the military, but the rewards here are greater.
Success, he said, isn't always quantifiable.
But it's some of the greatest success a person can
experience.
"I was having a talk with my parents about how
religion fits into my life," he said . "This, if anythin g
to me, is doing God's work. I find a lot of spiritua lity
and God in the work I do. My main job is to build
relationships with people we've forgotten."

With each
passing handshake, Christopher
Garcia grew dis interes ted
and disheartened.
It was 200/.j, he was l.j6 years old and a se nior executive
at the Federal Aviation Administration [ FAA], whe re he

had started 25 years earli er as an air traffic control ler. He had
just finished the Nationa l Defense University advanced management program and was primed to advance at the FAA.
At the time, he oversaw more than 600 employees who managed, built and imp lemented cybersecurity instant response
teams and centers across the country. Hi s ro le wasn't j ust
important it was vital: detect respond to and protect against
cyber terrorism for all U.S. transportati on systems.
On this frustrating day, however, he was looking to add another
degree to his resume and was having to navigate a gauntlet of
nearly two dozen representatives from the nation's top computer and cybersecurity un iversities.
The same thing kept coming up as he met with each rep. They
wanted him to take programming classes. But since he was in
a posit ion at the FAA whe re he'd never program or code again,
program min g classes wo ul d be point less.
REGIS EDU
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It can be hard to decide
where to put your hard-earned
money. IRAs, LJDlKs and the
stock market are the normal
choices, but one anonymous
Regis donor invested in
someone who always delivers:
Don Archer.
This generous gift has been
designated to create an
endowed chair in the College
of Computer & Information
Sciences [CC&IS) to honor
Archer and his commitment to
student success.
"It's a great thing for myself
and the college," Archer said.
"I wasn't expecting it and I am
thrilled. To say it was a very nice
surprise is an understatement."
The gift and the honorary chair
increase the already gleaming
prestige of CC&IS' programs,
while highlighting the personal
relationships that make it what
Shari Plantz-Masters calls "the
college of computing for the
common good."
While gifts often are made
anonymously, this one is
special because it specifically
names the inspiration for
it rather than the person
giving. The donor's generosity
embodies the selfless ideology
that Regis faculty work hard to
instill in all their students.
After nearly 30 years of
unquestionable dedication to
the success of his students,
Archer is getting a welldeserved honor that will
immortalize his name at
Regis University.

"I was rather cranky after spending two hours getting told that," he said.
Fina lly, Garcia reached the end of the room and found one man, leaning
back in his chair. Skeptical, Garcia extended his hand.
"Hi," the man sa id. "''m Don Archer from Regis University."

The resurrection of a program
Don Archer grew up loving how to put things together. There was something
about the quietness and ultimate completeness of it. It made sense to him
and eventually landed him in the Navy as an engineer.
He went on to a successful career with USWest Advanced Technologies,
retiring as the director of education and training in 1995 to take up another
challenge: chair of the Graduate Computer Information Systems program
at Regis, where he'd been an affiliate faculty member since 1988. It was far
from a budding, blossoming program.
He was the lone graduate faculty and there were only 87 students. The
program had barely a faint heartbeat.
"I was told not to take it," Archer said. "My name would be stuck with a program that died. I thought it was a good challenge."
But something was brewing. The dot-com boom was taking off and Archer
found himse lf with some real life in the program.
Archer immediately partnered with technology leaders Oracle, IBM and Sun
Microsystems to get students access to the latest software.
"I went to all the major players ... and I asked them what students should
learn," he said. "I wanted our students to transfer it to what they did at work
the next day. I found the curriculum the industry leaders were looking for.
We focused on working professionals."
It was a new frontier and everybody wanted in.

Leading the way in the market
For Archer, simply having students and a program wouldn't put Regis on the
cybersecurity map. There had to be strategy.
He started recruiting faculty. His first hire was Trisha Litz for her experience in computer information systems. Litz is now the undergraduate
program coordinator for the Business Technology Management program.
He then went back to get his most trusted former colleagues. He hired
Shari Plantz- Masters, a leader in computer and information technology
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and current dean of the now-College
of Computer & Information Sciences
(CC&IS] at Regis, and her hu sband Bill,
a software engineer, from USWest as
affiliate faculty. He continued to hire
more and more affiliate faculty from
within the ind ustry.
"I wouldn't hire a full-time fa culty
member," he said. "I wanted peo ple who
knew the industry and could let us know
what was next."
In 1998, he hired Dan Likari sh to oversee the security outgrowth systems
engineering program . Becau se of the
dot-com boom, they deve loped e- commerce security coursework- th e early
platform of cybersecurity.
The first courses focused on supply chain,
safe transactions and the need for a firewall. It wasn't the cybersecurity we think
of today, but the groundwork was set.
"Our emphasis was in protecting customer data," Likarish sai d. "That's what
people were demanding . They wo uld get

out of our class and take back what they learned into their company."
Archer and Likari sh eventually attended a National Security Agency [NSA] conference where govern ment agencies began to relay the importance of securing and
protecting data.
Thi s was an op ening for Regis. The University had started to deve lop connections at
t he NSA and Homeland Security. Piggybacking on the a-commerce security cla sses,
and li sten ing to what affiliate faculty were telling them, Regis developed its first certificate in Information Assurance in 2002.
Sho rtl y after, Archer and Likari sh started to develop curriculum for a ma ster's degree in information assurance in partnership with Homeland Security and the NSA.
It was a pivotal point in the program's history.
Its cybersecurity curriculum was certified in 2005 and the NSA designated Regis as
a Center of Academic Excellence in Information Assurance Education in 2007. It became the fir st nonmilitary institution in Colorado to earn the prominent designation.
It al lowe d Regis to become a choice school for these agencies and the National Defense Uni versi ty to place students. It al so helped lay the groundwork for the school
to become its own college in 201/.j.
"It's the big moment," Likari sh sai d of the desi gnation . "I f yo u look for growth in
the program and ask stud ents Why are you coming to Regi s?' It's We saw you
on that certification list.' It's a critical designation that differentiates us from the
other program s."
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~ In our eyes,
~

~ Regis is doing
~ it right and we
~
~ feel fortunate to
~
~ be a part of the
~
~ circle of trust.
~

Center Campus while severa l brigadier generals and colonels debriefed guests from
the state, private industry an d Homeland Security.
The NSA designation had unforeseen perks: It provided connections
within military sectors that Archer
and Likarish shepherded. Regis would
become a leader in cybersecurity by
partnering with the Colorado Army
and Air National Guard to provide
cybersecurity training for local, state
and national agencies.
That was four years ago. Soon
Regis, the National Guard and the
state were conducting twice-yearly
cybersecurity trainings. As hackers
deployed more malicious viruses and
malware, as they became more aggressive and cunning, and as government infrastructures became notable
risks for hacking, Regis cybersecurity
trainings grew. And grew.
Recently several dozen men and
women mostly dressed in camouflage fatigues hunkered over
computer screens in second-floor
classrooms at Regis' Denver Tech

It was a Sunday, the second day of a two-day exercise, and two teams- one called
"red," another "blue" - were battling over the safety of a dam . The red team was
conspiring to destroy it; th e blue team was charged with protecting the dam's cyber
networks from infiltration .
Unfortunately, the red team won th e competition. Fortunately, it was a simulation,
although a hastily assembled Lego-made dam met its demise.
Representatives from the FBI, Homeland Security, a handful of private firms, several
water departments, and employees from five states attended the weekend training.
All assembled at Sunday's en d to debrief.
'This is a well-respected place where students, companies and the government
can go to, to use this place to see their vulnerabilities," Likarish said. "I f this wasn't
allowed to be nurtured and ha ve a life of its own, we wouldn't be in the position we'd
be in."
Each training is based on a real incident- this one stemmed from a 2013 networkcyberattack of a small dam in upstate New York by Iranian hackers.
"Reg is has its finger on the pulse when it comes to technology and is willing to partner with the likes of us guard smen to grow in ways other colleges will not," said Laura Cobert, the information assurance manager for the U.S. Department of Defense.
"Our partnersh ip with the University has allowed us the opportunity to train with its
students, faculty, other states, governments and military organizations in order to
increase our cyber skill s and knowledge . In our eyes, Regis is doing it right and we
feel fortunate to be a part of the circle of trust."
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Maybe more so than ever, cybersecu rity is at the forefront of the private
and governmental sectors. It's estimated that 8655 billion will be spent on
cybersecurity initiatives by 2020, according to Business Insider Inte lligence,
a news site that tracks the industry. Others put that number at $1 tri ll ion.
In Colorado alone, the market is bustling. The Nationa l Cybersecurity Center
in Colorado Springs estimates there are 10,000 cybersecurity job open ings
just in Colorado. The Denver market for computer security professionals has
grown 176 percent a year since 2010, according to Burning Glass Technologies, a technology company that analyzes the labor market. With Boulder
and Denver at the forefront of cloud security and the Front Range serving as
the fourth-largest conglomerate of data stora ge ve ndors in the world, the
need for skilled graduates has never been higher.
"Now the sel ling point is this: I can guarantee you a job." Archer said.

Mission at work
Fro m the first handshake more than a decade ago. Garcia liked Archer. And
Archer knew exactly what he was doing.
"I thought 'Wow."' Garcia said. "It was the beginning of a beautiful partnership."
In 2007, Garcia graduated with a master's degree in computer science. That
same year he became the information security director of the FAA overseeing 3,000 employees and a nearly 85 0 million budget.
He found real-world, instantaneous uses in his position whi le pursuing his
degree at Regis. One day he attended a class lectu re on a code of ethics
in information technologies. The next day he implemented one at the FAA.
He also changed the way they monitored employee internet usage at work
after hearing a Jesuit-focused lectu re on needing to respect each other as
human beings and earning tru st in each other.
"Being able to do that- that was the CC&IS difference," Garcia said.
Garcia now serves on the CC&IS advisory board and in 2016 he became the
coordinator for th e Information Technology Management program.
It's come full circle in the way Archer promised him more than a decade ago
with that handshake.
"The work Regis and CC&IS do is extremely important. Especially now." Garcia sai d. "It's going to grow by leaps and bounds and continue to grow. The
reason is Regis' reputation at all levels. The way we bring people togethe r
and the level of service we can provide . No other unive rsity can do t hat."

Regis University's College of
Computer & Information Science
[CC&IS] provides its students and
the community with opportunities
to explore their digital interests,
gain hands-on computer experience
and expand their technical skill sets
while having fun in the process.
The following Regis-sponsored
community organizations focu s on
giving students from all background s
a chance to immerse themselves
in the exciting world of coding,
technology and cybersecurity.

CodcrDo'o:
CoderDojo provides young people,
ages 7-18 of all backgrounds, with
tool s they will need in an everincreasingly technological world. This
free program instills a passion for
technology while building skills in the
areas of problem solving, teamwork
and self-confidence.

This program provides collegiate
team s the opportunity to test their
cybersecurity skills, knowledge and
abilitie s in real-life crisis scenarios. It
gives participants an opportunity to
interact with industry professionals,
putting them a step above the rest.

Cvlwr·crirJz:
Thi s fairly new Regis initiative pairs
middle and high school girls with
women working in the cybersecurity
and technology fields. The goal: to
bridge the gender gap and provide
young women an opportunity to
explore and grow their interests
in technology.

The heavy hum of the
electric motor fills the
lab. Seated in front of
a computer beside an
enormous treadmill,
Brian Baum counts
down, "three, two, one,
go." With the push of a
button, the two parallel
tracks of instrumented
treadmill move
together.
28
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Everyone stares up at
Kathleen Doherty, a junior
exercise science major, as
she goes from walking to
a bri sk jog on the elevated
platform that commands
much of the room .
"I feel good . Just a nice,
quick morning exercise," she
said with a wry smi le.
She looks like anyone else
running on a treadmill,
besi des the many sensors
placed at key points on her
body. But Doherty has one
noticeably different feature
from the subjects soon to
be studied in this lab: she

doesn't rely on prosthetics.
Baum, assista nt professor of health and exercise
science in the School of
Physical The ra py, has studied the mechanics of bod y
movement for nearly his
entire career. He received
a doctorate in biomechanics f ro m the University of
Maryland, after undertaking
eye-openi ng re search at the
Walter Reed National Mi litary
Medical Ce nter.
It was at Walter Reed that he
recognized his passion for
helping amputees achieve
higher leve ls of function.

As lead biomechanical
engineer at the Center for
Performance and Clinical
Re sea rch, he performed
re search and analyses to
optimize function and rehabilitation for service members with amputations.

these heroes to walk, run
and even serve their country
again, if that was their goal.
':Just getting back to an
active lifestyle has a
on ampu-

When Baum asked amputees what their rehabilitation
goals were, one of the most
common answers was: "I
want to run again."
While working with the se
veterans whose traumatic
injuries necessitated the removal of a limb, Baum began
to seek out ways to enable
REGIS.EDU
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tees' mental an d physical health," Baum said. "Return ing to a
degree of normalcy is empowerin g and uplifting for them, and
we get to be a part of that here."
Now this professor is taking his re search and Regis to a whole
new level.
With a $697,000 grant from the U.S. Department of Defense,
Baum is researching exactly how tho se who've had a portion
of one leg amputated below the knee run with t wo different

The study will measure overall performance an d risk of injury
with each prosthetic. Once subjects are recruited from private
and military physical therapy clinics across Colorado, most of
the running done on the treadmill will be by men and women,
civilians and veterans, who are all running with the assistance
of a prosthetic limb .
"We have big goals here but we can also help our subjects
immediately," Baum sa id . "We can help them with form and
technique to make them better runners that same day."

type s of prosthetic leg s.
Mark Rein king, dean of t he Sc hool of Physical The rapy, recognizes the importance of thi s work.
"Dr. Baum's resea rch is critica l in determin ing the best prosthetic design for an individual returning to running after an
amputation," Reinking said. 'With his help, individuals wi ll be
able to maximize their fun ction and reach their personal goals."
28 REGIS UNIVERSITY ALUMNI MAGAZI NE SPRING 2017

The study will test traditional pro sthetic models that fit into a
shoe and are common for everyday use, and running models
that are typically a curved piece of metal that absorbs and
return s energy like a spring.
In partnership with the Colorado School of Mines and the help
of Regis faculty, students and staff, Baum is using the latest
technolog y to gather his data.

Besides the treadmill, the
lab contains two sets of
mounted cameras to monitor movement and form
as subjects run . Sensors
placed on the subject's body
track the electrical impulses
traveling from the brain to
the muscles. Force plates
in the treadmill measure
the impact of the feet and
prosthetics as they land and
then measure the upward
spring as they take off again .
Baum collects all of this raw
data and will compile and
analyze it with his team. Using 3-0 modeling software,
the input from the sensors
is translated into a virtual
skeleton running in place
on screen.
"This is some pretty cool
stuff," Baum says. "This
equipment will enhance our
hands-on teaching methods and give students the
chance to gain experience
with tools other schools just
don't have."
This sizeable grant and new
tech puts Regis in the upper
echelon for physical therapy
and amputee performance
research. The goal for now
is to continue building the
program, pushing the limits

of research in this area of
study and garnering even
more funding for amputee
health and performance
research in the future.
But the students recognize
the deeper value in this
undertaking.
"There's so much more to
this than the data and the
research," Doherty said.
"This is going to give real
help to real people."
Once the data is in and
analysis is underway, Baum
plans to spread the information far and wide. Beyond
publishing his findings, he
plans to present at regional,
national and internatio nal
conferences, and he expects that it will yield new
collaborations and continue
advancing their understanding on this topic.
For Baum, his objective is
clear.
"My ultimate goal is to help
other people," he said. "I
want to look back on this,
on my entire career and
know that I did everything I
could to improve the lives
of others."
REGIS EDU
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JOIN US

Celebrate the return of
all Regis and Loretto Heights
alumni, especially reunion class years:

1957, 1962, 1967, 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987,
1992, 1997, 2002, 2007 and 2012.
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OFFICE OF ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
Phone: 303.458.3536
Toll F_ree: 800.388.2366 ext. 3536
Email: alumni@regis.edu
Kate Ashley, director of alumni engagement I •
kashley002@regis.edu 11 Amber O'Connell, alumni
engagement officer 1aoconneiiOOl@regis.edu

CLASS NOTES

TRUSTEE
SPOTLIGHT:
I

1950s

l

A Conversation with Bob Engel,
Chairman of the Regis University Board of Trustees

Retired U.S. Marine
EMANUEL S. "VESS"
LAWBAUGH, RC '57, ha s
been elected Natio nal Judge
Advocate of the Military
Order of the Purple Heart, a
LJ6,000 member veterans'
service organization .

1960s

eve ryone to know it.
AFTER 17 YEARS OF
UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
HOW DO YOU FEEL CONNECTED
UNDER HIS LEADERSHIP AT
TO REGIS STUDENTS?
COBANK, a Colorado-based
cooperative bank serving
My university education began
industries in rural Ame ri ca,
during a very difficult time
Bob Engel is retiring t hi s
in my life. It was on campus
summer and will focus on his
where I felt embraced, cared
role at Regis:
for as a person
chairman of
and optimistic
"OUR STUDENTS
th e Board of
about my futu re .
... COME FOR A
Trustees. He
Our students
COMMUNITY THAT
recently shared
come here for
CARES FOR THEM."
his vision for
more than an
Regis' future.
outstanding
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AS
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD?
My fellow trustees and I serve
to be good stewards of the
Un iversity's resources. That
means a lot of th ings, but it all
starts wi th the leadership . We
have create d a t ea m around
Father Fitzg ibbons th at is
determ in ed to showcase
Regis' many streng th s. We are
t he premier Jesuit university
in t he West and we want

education; they come for a
commun ity that cares for
them.
WHAT CHANGES WILL
RETIREMENT BRING FOR YOU?
I plan to spend more time on
campus. The student efforts
to improve and hold up Regi s
are tremendous. I want to
li ste n close ly to what they
have to say and be more
invo lved in understanding
what is important to them .
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BETTY JO (LOVE) HOUSER,
LHC '62, has publ ished her
fir st book, "My Precious
Si ster, Living and Dying
with ALS: A Story of Faith,
Family, Friends, and Love,"
an inspiring story of beauty
and peac e.
Author BOB 'BUCKWHEAT'
BUCKLEY, RC '68, wrote
thr ee short boo ks titled
"Don't Get Too Comfortable;
which are available in print
and as e-books.

1980s
STEVE WINCOR, RC '81,
published a children's book
titled "Maya, My Journey from
Show Dog to Therapy Dog,N
which stars his poodle, Maya.
After 18 years of owning his
own legal practice, STEVEN
A. KOZICKI, RC '82, was
elected circuit court judge of
Cook County, Illinois.
Next Level Administrators
opened a new office in Dallas,
Texas to be managed by
ANDREW PRICE, RC '86 .

Content Checked Holdings,
Inc., a company that develops
mobile apps to help people
manage dietary restrictions,
appointed JOHN BALLARD,
CPS '88, chief financial officer.

1990s
Education advocate and
former anchor for CNN and
NBC, CAMPBELL BROWN,
RC '91, was named director
for news partnerships for
Facebook.
STEVE MARTINEZ, RC
'91, was appointed senior
vice president and chief
information officer for School
Specialty Inc., in Greenville,
Wisconsin, an education
resource supply company.
Valley View Medical
Center's walk-in clinic has
brought nurse practitioner
LAURAINE JACKSON, RC
'92, on as its designated
primary care provider.
DAN I RICE, RC '97, co·
founder of Empowered
Partnerships, hosted the
second annual Mental Health
Art Benefit at Regis Universit1

2000s CHRISTINE CASSELL·
PARILLON, CPS '01,
published her first bo~~·
"Miracles Multiplied DIVIne
Deliverance: which can be
found at major bookstores
worldwide.

SON FOLLOWS MO MTO REGIS
hen Don Persichitte, CPS
'1 q, walked across the
stage at Commencement
his entire family came to
celebrate. But one person
among them was more
excited than the rest.
"I was so proud of my son," his
mother, Pat Cox, CPS '85, said.
"Starting that day, we shared
something extra special
between us."
As a teenager, Persichitte
watched his mother raise
three boys, work full time and
attend Regis all at once.
"I was an accounting assistant
and I wanted more in my
career," Cox said. "I made
time to work on my degree at
Regis and ended with a 3.785
GPA. Not the 3.8 I wanted, but
close."
It worked. Cox got her
promotion to staff accountant.

Her high-achieving attitude
inspired Persichitte to follow
her path years later. After a
first attempt at col lege, he left
without a degree to take a job.
"After a while, I found myself
in a rut and wanted a way
out" he said. "I didn't go to
Regis just because of my
mom, I chose Reg is because
it's Regis. I felt immed iately at
home on campus."
With a 29-year difference, th ey
earned the same degree from
the same university.
A few thing s, however, had
changed .
"I had to use a typing se rvice
because writing drafts of my
essays took so long," Cox sa id .
"My life forever change d when
I got an electric typewriter."
Persichitte wrote his papers in
the computer lab.
They share in the benefit of

the time less Reg is experience.
They both needed help taking
the next st ep, and Regis was
there.
"I struggl ed with school
before, but Regis supported
me like no other university
could," Persichitte said.
Now he's a successful
accountant for the
Department of the Navy in
Ventura, California. Cox credits
the team environment everyone from her profes sors
to fello w stu dents - that kept
her on track to her goal.
"I was neve r doing anything all
on my own," Cox said. "I always
had a t ea m to count on.
People, priest s and professors
were there for me ."
Now, they look forwa rd to
Alumni Weekend 2017 to
reconnect with everyone who
made their jo urneys possib le.
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COMMUNITY
BUILDER
An Alumni Conversation
with Sam Bailey, RC '11

EARLY IN HIS CAREER AS A
PUBLIC SERVANT, SAM BAILEY
TURNED BACK. He return ed to
campu s, walked into Career
Services and handed over
a stack of bu siness card s,
pl edging "infinite hours"
mentoring aspiring young
professi onals.
"I was so grateful to have such
a great structure and group of
mentors wh ile I was at Regi s
that I really wa nt to pay it
forward," he said.
At 27, Bailey is the
president and CEO of the
Jefferson County Economic
Development Corporation. His
knack for relationship building
and helping others ha s
fueled his quick ascent in the
bu siness world.
He recentl y shared some
in sights about his work, hi s
in spi ra tion and his future .
HOW DO YOU APPROACH
YOUR WORK AND WHERE DO
THE JESUIT VALUES COME
INTO PLAY?

Working with people can't be
loo ked upon as tran sactional.
It's an opportunity to build a
relationship -to contribute
without expecting something
in return. I think it ve ry much
goes back to being men and
women in service of others.
WHO HELPED SHAPE YOUR
REGIS EXPERIENCE AND HOW
DOES THAT HELP YOU TODAY?
Professors Robin Koenig sburg
[economics] and Terry
Schmidt [politics] encouraged
a curiou s mind and challe nged
me to look beyond that
paper, that classroom, that
opportunity today and real ly
think about how to apply that
for the long term.
WHERE DO YOU GO BEYOND
CEOAT27?
The most fulfilling thing
is being engaged in my
community. It energize s
and challenges me. I have
thoughtfully positioned mys elf
to run for elected office in the
near future.
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Go ve rnor John
Hickenlooper
appointed JEFF
ACKERMAN, CPS '02,
former exe cuti ve direc tor
of the Colorado Ene rgy
Office, as the chairman of
the Colorado Public Utiliti es
Commission .
The Mendocino County Board
of Superviso rs appointed
TAMMY MOSS CHANDLER,
CPS '02, comm issi on er of
First 5 Mendocino, a group
focused on improving the
li ves of young chi ldren.
SCOTT SANFORD, CPS
'03, was appoint ed vice
pre siden t, customer
operat ions at Pacific Gas
and Electric Company in San
Fr ancisco, California .
AVERY BREDJCE, CPS
'OLI,j oine d the Amer ican
College of Health Care
Admini st rators as
di rec to r of professional
advancement.
The board of trustees
for Ga vilan College in
Gilroy, California, selected
MICHELE BRESSO, CPS 'OLI,
to be its vice president of
academic affair s.
CULLY PERLMAN, CPS 'DLI,
published hi s debut novel,
"The Losses," with Midtown
Pub lishing .
SARA GARDNER, CPS '05,
was hired as a wealth
ad visor for EP Wealth
Advisors, an investment

advisory and financ ial
planning firm .
Ea stern Idaho Regional
Medical Center named
ANN KJOSA, CPS '05, as
chief nu rsing offi cer, where
she will oversee nursing
operations and patient care.
ALAINE STADELMAN, LHC
'05, has been inducted into
the prestigious International
Nurses Association.
Infront Webworks, a
we bsite design, dig ital
marketing and search
engine optimization [SED]
company, hired CHRIS
WALLACE, CPS '05, as
senior SED and digital
marketing specialist.
KEITH ZIMMERMAN. CPS
'05, was named CEO of
Medical City Arlington in
Texas, after serving as
Medical City Children's
Hospital CEO since 2013.
Volunteers of America
named KAREN CRUMP,
CPS '06, as director of
adm issi ons and marketing
at Horizons Care Center in
Eckert Colorado.
DAVID DONALDSON, CPS
'06, was hired as CEO of
the Hospital Corpo ra tionof
America Virginia in Richmond
The Vegas Golden Knights
NHL team hired JAY
MELLETTE, RC '06, as its
head trainer and director of
sports performance.
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LEADING
WITH LOVE
PAUL YANG, CPS '06, was
named president and CEO
of Credit Union 1. Alaska's
second largest financial
cooperative.
MIEKE WAGNER, CPS '07,
was named director of
service delivery at NuAxis
Innovations, a software
company in Vienna, Virginia.

After more than two decades
in health care finance, PAUL
WARDA, CPS'07, was named
vice president of finance at
Baylor St. Luke's Medical
Center in Houston, Texas.
STEVEN EARLS, CPS '08,
became vice president
of information security
strategy at Ntrepid
Corporation, a provider of
cybersecurity solutions.

Raymond James Financial
presented the 2016 Woman
of Distinction Award to
KRISTINA MEYERS, RC '08,
at the 22nd annual Women's
Symposium.
Saint John Vianney High
School in Kirkwood,
Missouri, named IAN
MULLIGAN, CPS '09, its
newest principal.
ANDREW ROWAN, CPS '09,
was promoted to director of
public affairs at the Denver
Zoo.

2010s
After 10 years at Sedgwick
Co unty Hospital, ASHLEY

MAROSTJCA, LHC '11, was

hired as a nursing instructor
for Northeastern Junior
College in Sterling, Colorado .

An Alumni Conversation with
Tommy Spaulding, CPS '05

Northeastern Junior Co llege
awarded OEBRA WALKER,
CPS '11, the coveted Facu lty
of the Yea r Award fo r her
service as an accounting an d
business professor.
Pueblo Community College
honored JERRY OAVIS, CPS
'1 2, as Employee of the Year
for his work as a hi story
instructor.
SEAN AOAMS, CPS '13, was
appointed chi ef financia l
officer of Marca Global LLC,
an internationa l reputation
management com pan y.

CoBiz Financial, a Coloradobased business bank, hired
OON MAYO, CPS '13, as
vice president of cred it
adm ini strat ion .
ROBERT MENESES, CPS
'13, joined Centenn ial
Bank and Trust as its new
vice president and se nior
portfolio manager.

The Interna tional Nurses
Association we lcomed ROBIN
CARMICHAEL, RHCHP'1LI, int o
its organization after 29 years
of experience in nursing .
STEFAN SCHEUERMANN,
CPS '1LI, published hi s
graduate the sis, "The Icon ic
Dr. Johnson: Biography of an
Image," as a book wh ich is
available on Amazon.

TOMMY SPAULDING is a
two-time New York Ti mes
bestse lling author, forme r
president and CEO of Up with
Peop le, and founder of the
National Leadersh ip Academy,
a Co lorado-based lea dershi p
program. His most recent
book, 2015's "The
Heart- Led Leader,"
hit No . 1 on t he
Wal l Street Journa l
bestse ller list.
WHAT INSPIRES
YOU TO WRITE
YOUR BOOKS?

It's t he incredible
peopl e I meet. I
have t rave led to more than
80 co untries and met lea ders
from all types of businesses,
nonprofits and universities
that conti nually teach me new
th ings. When I was yo unger,
I struggled with dyslexia an d
less-than-stellar grades. But
1 dug deep, found my passion
an d now I write and speak about

something I believe in .
FOR THOSE WHO HAVEN'T
REAO YOUR BOOK, WHAT IS A
HEART-LEO LEADER?

Being a heart-l ed leader means
embracing a philosophy of
servant leadership. It's not
about being t he
smartest person
in t he room, it's
about connecting
your mind to your
heart. A true leader
understands that
love and resu lts are
real ly two sides of
the same coin. And
it's not j ust good for
yo ur con science; it's good for
your bu siness.
HOW CAN WE BE BETTER
LEADERS?

Lea d with love. Sh ow others
that you care. A huge group
of narcissists wo n't change
the wo rld, but a few hu mbl e,
dedicated lea ders will.
REGIS.EDU
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PIL01 PAINTER
PIONEER

DID YOU
KNOW?
MEAGAN SIEBERT,
CPS '1'1, completed
an intensi ve training
program with Macintosh
Real Estate School and is
now affiliated with Coldwell
Banker Residential Brokerage
Number of alumni
events each year

STATES WITH
THE MOST REGIS
ALUMNI:

in Denver.
KEVIN A. MARVIN, CPS '15,
has been named executi ve
director of the Santa Barbara
Symphony.
Pianist and composer, BEN
RAZNICK, RC '16, debuted
his classical composition
album, "Memory Maze,"
featuring renowned
international musician s.
BECCA VEYS, RC '16,
was hired as an editorial
assistant in children's books
at Sourcebooks, Inc.

Weddings and
Engagements
MALLORY HYATT, RC '10,
CPS '13 and BOBBY ALBI,
RC '10, are engaged to be
married, having met six yea rs
after they graduated.
Number of active alumni:

73.559

AMBER [KONEVAL)
MCCULLOCH, RC '13,
married Brett McCulloch in
Centennial, Colorado at St.
Thomas More Parish.

Baby Rangers
Number of countries Regis
alumni live in outside of the
United States
38

An Alumni Conversation with
Mary Rose Diefenderfer, CPS '02

KATIE SCARBROUGH, RC
'02, and Ben Scarbrough
welcomed Aiden Jeffrey, their
second baby Ranger.
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MARY ROSE DIEFENDERFER is
WHY DID YOU CHOOSE AMIDCAREER MBA?
a former ai rlin e pilot Federal
Aviation Admini strat ion [FAA)
I wanted to move into the
regulator and airli ne executive .
private sector and I knew a
Diefenderfer ea rn ed her MBA
higher degree would help me
at Regis, beginni ng her cou rse
achieve that. The Regis online
work in 2001 when it was one
program had the flexibility I
of the few onlin e pro grams of
needed and the MBA got me a
its kind in the count ry. In her
position at Boeing
retired life, she
as an FAA liaison,
teache s boating
"I WAS QUALIFIED which I held until
safety and paints
AND I LOVED TO
my retirement.
comm ission ed
FLY, SO I FLEW."
artworks.
YOU'VE NEVER
BEEN TO CAMPUS.
TELL US ABOUT
BEING AMONG THE FIRST
FEMALE COMMERCIAL PILOTS.

WHAT MAKES YOU FEEL
CONNECTED TO REGIS?

It was difficu lt but I relish a
challeng e. It was 1978 an d 1
had to be th e best pi lot out
the re since I was scrutinized
so clo sely. A few people even
refu sed to board my plane
beca use a wo man was flying.
But I was qu alifi ed and I loved
to fl y, so I fl ew. I don't give up
ea sily.

When I was taking classes,
we had live online sessions
that felt as if we were all in a
classroom together. Even now,
15 years later, I feel connected
by the Jesuit mission of
service to others. And I'll admit
to admiring photos of the
campuses online and I hope to
visit soon!

BROTHERS LEARN TO LEAD.
SERVE LIVE THE MISSION
6

nthe summer of second
grade, Wes Keelan, RC '13,
walked nervously onto the
Regis Northwest Denver
Campus wearing his brother's
hand-me-down backpack that
looked bigger than him. For
two years he had looked up to
his brother Jeremiah, RC '06,
for going off each summer to
learn how to lead and come
back to be a role model in
the family. Even though he
was eight yea rs younger, Wes
decided he could lead, too.

able to attend Regis. And
without Regis, I woul dn't be
where I am today," Wes sai d.

In the end, they spent a
combined lS summers
growing up on campus with
the Porter-Billups Leadership
Academy [PBLA).

Th e three-week intensive
academic program for
students in grades Lj throug h
12 offers its graduates
opportun ities for schola rsh ips
to attend Regis. The academy
is named for its exe cutive
director, beloved former
Regis men's basketball coach
Lonnie Porter, and former
NBA all -star Chauncey Billup s,
a Denver native who helps
orchestrate the program.
The program serves mainly
minority and low- income
ch ildren whose parents did not
attend college.

'Without Lonnie Porter and
PBLA, I wouldn't have been

After graduating from the
prog ram eight years apart

t he brothers both received the
Porter- Billups scholarship,
enabling them to attend and
graduate from Regis Unive rsity.
Jeremiah earned a degree in
business administration, whi le
youn ger brother Wes focused
on communications.
Wes' two-and-a-ha lf years as
a Denve r police officer inspired
Jeremiah to join the force
in 2016.
"Now as a police officer, I
get to have a meaningful
impact on people every day,"
Jeremiah sa id.
As the brothers put their lives
on the line to keep Denve r
safe, they understand how
their dedication to service
started at Regis.

"I live the mission every day,"
Jeremiah said. "I put on body
armor to help people and to be
a man in service of others."
Wes credits his degree with
helping him mediate and
counse l in crisis situations.
"Ta lking people into
handcuffs isn't easy," Wes
said . "I learned how to relate
to people - how to show
them whe re I'm coming from.
I got the foundation for that
at Regi s."
Porter kno ws that their
commitment to servic e
is due, in part to hi s
commitment to them .
'We're not finished after PBLA"
Porter sa id. 'We are joi ned
together for life, all of us."
REG IS.EDU
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SidShafner
Sid Shafner, who put his
Regis education on hold to
serve in World War II and help
liberate a Nazi concentration
camp, saving an estimated
30,000 prisoners, died
peaceful ly at the age of 95.
Awa rded an honorary degree
in 201LJ, Shafner is
remembered for
his selfless
service, his
pursuit
of justice
and his
examp le
of living the
Jesuit values.
Last year, Shafner
traveled to Europe with the
help of the Friends of the
Israel Defense Forces for an
emotional reunion with one
man he helped liberate from
Dacha u. Their meet-up made
national news.
Weeks before his passing,
Shafner was inducted
into Alpha Sigma
Nu, the national
honor society of
Jesuit co lleges
an d universities.
Amo ng other
criteria, selection
into this distinguished
group is based on having
a commitment to the core
principles of a
Jesuit education.
In his memory, Shafner's
fami ly has asked that

donations be made to the
Friends of the Israel Defense
Forces or to Regi s University
at give.regis.edu.

Bernie
Langfield
Regis University lost a truly
valuable and spirited member
of its famil y with the recent
passing of Bernadine
"Bernie" Langfield. She
was 95.
A longtime staff
member, supporter
of the University, and
an active member
in our community,
Langfield was best known
for her charisma and her
dedication to her family and
friends.
Widowed twice and the
mother of 11 children, she
began wo rking at Regis in
1977, first in the bookstore
and then in University
Relations. She
coordinated
the monthly
Regis
Memorial
Masses
and
participated
in the Center
for the Study
of War Experience.
Nine of her children and six of
her grandchildren attended
Regis University. Four of her
children worked here. In 2DH
after 37 years of service at
Regis, Langfield retired at the
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age of 93. She will be foreve r
missed and remembere d as a
shining light.

Norbert
Roughton

MARIAN CLARE ANDREWS,
LHC 'LJ6
GWENDOLYN A. ASHBAUGH,
LHC '76

Norbert Rough ton,
emeritus
professor
of physics,
recently
passed
away at
the age
of 79. His
time before,
during and after
Regis were nothing short of
impressive.

SHARON LEE BAKER, CPS '93
BRUCE B. BAKKE, CPS '83
THOMAS P. BRONCUCIO,
RC '71
KIMBERLEY CATHRYN
BYRON, CPS '98
MARIA CATANACH, LHC '52
JOEL KENNETH CHAVEZ, RC '7LJ
ROBERT J. CONNELLY, RC '61
THOMAS R. CULLEN, RC '60

Roughton earned his Ph.D.
at Saint Louis University
and began teaching physics,
astronomy and introductory
computer science at Regis
in 1971. He was honored
as Faculty Lecturer of the

CHAD PATRICK DARBY, CPS '03
COLMAN L. DELL, RC '52
MARGARET MARY DEVLIN, LHC '57

Many of his interests indeed

ROSEMARY E. O'BYRNE, LHC 'LJ6

THOMAS E. GREEN, RC '75

MONffiE HOLMES PARK. LHC '73

DEBORAH SUE GREENE, LHC '72

FREDERICK JOSEPH PATTRIOGE,
RC '52

JAMES F. HALLORAN, RC 'LJ2
PATRICIA ANNE HARTLEY, LHC '51

ROSEMARY C. PETERSON, LHC '55

ROBERT BRUCE HAWLEY, CPS '07

DONALD ELBERT PROHOSKY,
RC '52

GEORGE EUGENE HEBERT, RC '80

MICHELE D. RAINS, CPS 'DB

JEFFREY JOSEPH HECTOR, RC 'BLJ

DIANNA B. REED, CPS '05, '09

BARBARA G. HICKERSON, CPS '86

ANDREA M. RENTMEESTER,
LHC '56

JAMES A. HRAJNOHA. RC '7 LJ
DONALD P.JAMES, RC '50

WILLIAM RODGER RICHARDS,
RC '66

IVAN E. JOHANSSON, CPS '83

SONIA C. ROLLMAN, LHC 'LJB

DONALD J. KILKER, RC '51

ROBERT M. ROWE. CPS '92

CHARLES M. KILPATRICK. RC '65

ROBERTAE.SHAFER,CPS '82

MARGARET ANN-MARIE LACEY,
RHCHP '07

SIDNEY SHAFER, RC 'LJ6
PHILIPJ. SHARKEY, RC '58

THOMAS C. LAHEY, RC '56
MICHAEL F. SHEAHAN, RC '6LJ
ROBERT KOPP LEONARD, CPS '97
MARY ELLEN SPRINGER, LHC '67

ARDETH RUTH DICKSON, LHC '61,
LHC '75

MIKEW. LILE, RHCHP '11

PATRICK F. DOWD, RC '62

NANCY ELIZABETH LUGER,
LHC '6 0

TANNER MICHAEL STUHR, RC '16

Year in 1983 for his lecture
"Astronomy in Babylon."

ANNE GRADY, LHC '79

RONALDJ. DOWNEY, RC '55

JOYCE NEWBURY STACY, CPS '87

JOHN PATRICK LYNOTT. CPS '91

CLARISSA M. SWEENEY, LHC 'LJ 9

MARY MARGARET DUFOUR,
RHCHP '98

EVALENE M. MCCARTY, LHC '52

JOHN LINDSAY SWEET, RC '93

was even able to translate
tablets that are housed

CHARLES J. DUSTER, RC '56

ROSE MARIE MCGINN, LHC '68

SHARON R. THOMPSON, CPS 'DO

in the British Museum. In

MARY ALICE ELLIOT, LH C '5 3

JOHN F. MCGUIRE, RC '50

ZOE GALE VINSON, RHCHP '05

2001, he presented a paper
at the British Museum in

ALICE MARY ERTMER, RC '7 2

WILLIAM HENRY MEIERS, RC '60

FREDERICK MERLE VOLZ, RC '51

London titled "Under One Sky:

ROBERT E. FISHER, RC '50

LEE W. MOONEY, RC '77

JOSEPH CARL WEBER, RC '6LJ

Astronomy and Mathematics
in the Ancient Near East."

JUDY ANN FONTIUS, LHC '60

HELEN RUTH MUIRHEAD, LHC '52

MAXINE C. WEEMS, LHC '52

LORRAINE ELANOR GARBE,
LHC '65

ELIZABETH MARY MURPHY,
LHC '53

FREDERICK MONROE WHITE,
RC 'LJ2

HELEN CROSBY GIBBS, LHC '5LJ

RICHARD LEE MURRAY, CPS '09

CATHERINE I. WILSON, CPS '99

JAMES ALAN GLASMANN, RC '73

ROBERT A. NOBLE, LHC '85

ALVIN H. YEARY, CPS '85

centered on the study of
astronomical cuneiform
tablets from Babylon. He

He retired from Regis in 2007.
His work and his imprint on
this University wil l never be
forgotten.
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I
MAY 6 & 7
Commencement

JUNE 25
Memorial Mass

MAY 19

JULY1t.j -16

St. Louis Club Reception &
Cardinal's Baseball Game

Alumni Weekend 2017

MAY21
Memorial Mass

JULY 2t.j

SEPT 17

PBLAAnnual
Golf Tournament

Memorial Mass

JULY 23

Opus Prize Award
Ceremony

OCT 11
Memorial Mass

JULY 1t.j
AUG . 20

Denver Leaders
Network Event

Memorial Mass

JULY 22

SEPT 29

PBLAAnnual Dinner

Iggy Beer Fest

JUNE 3
Regis Connections
Happy Hour

STAY PROUD. STAY CONNECTED. STAY REGIS. I REGIS.EDU/ALUMNI

OCT 15
Memorial Mass

NOV. 3
Phoenix Reception with
Father Fitzgibbons

